The application of the ''model trust region'' modification of the instrumentation. Two of the most important advances inLevenberg-Marquardt minimization algorithm to the analysis of clude the introduction of two-dimensional Fourier-transform one-dimensional CW EPR and multidimensional Fourier-trans-methods (1-4), and the extension of both continuous-wave form (FT) EPR spectra especially in the slow-motion regime is (5, 6, 7) and pulsed (8, 9) EPR methods to high frequencies described. The dynamic parameters describing the slow motion requiring superconducting magnets. By analogy with similar are obtained from least-squares fitting of model calculations based developments in NMR, these enhancements have greatly on the stochastic Liouville equation (SLE) to experimental spectra.
INTRODUCTION
cally require the solution of large matrix equations (11) (12) (13) for the calculation of a single spectrum.
Although the literature on computer simulation of EPR In recent years, there has been a dramatic increase in the spectra is quite extensive (14), most of the methods for power and flexibility of electron paramagnetic resonance fitting simulations to experimental EPR spectra have been methods, mostly as a result of significant advances in EPR applied either in the motionally narrowed regime or in the rigid limit. Only relatively recently have nonlinear-least-* Present address: Department of Chemistry, Northeastern University, squares methods been used to fit slow-motion EPR spectra Boston, Massachusetts 02115.
(15-22). One feature of slow-motion spectra that makes ber of parameters that may in principle enter into the calcula-obtain confidence intervals for the fitting parameters and to carry out statistical tests to evaluate different models for the tion of the spectrum relative to motionally narrowed or rigid limit spectra. Aside from inhomogeneous broadening, which molecular dynamics.
In this work, we present a general approach that we have can be present in any motion regime, fast-motion spectra may be fitted with just the isotropic magnetic parameters developed in our studies over the past several years, for fitting both one-dimensional and two-dimensional slow-moand the Lorentzian linewidths which relate to the rotation of the probe. In the specific case of 14 N nitroxides, there tion EPR data to spectra calculated using the stochastic Liouville equation. Several strategies for increasing the efficiency are just three linewidth parameters which can relate to the rotational diffusion rate. At the other extreme, rigid limit of the fitting procedure will be discussed. The first is the separation of variables into a set of nonlinear fitting paramespectra may require all of the magnetic tensor components, but do not require any dynamic parameters. In contrast, slow-ters containing the magnetic and/or dynamic parameters of interest, and a set of separately optimizable (usually linear) motion spectra generally require full information about the magnetic tensors and rotational dynamics, which frequently parameters. The resulting reduction in the size of the parameter space that must be searched significantly enhances the entail additional parameters to characterize the motional model or molecular ordering.
speed of the overall fitting procedure. Additional efficiency is obtained with a modified version of the Marquardt-LevThe large number of variable parameters and the computational power required for fitting slow-motion spectra limit enberg method. We also demonstrate how, by varying different linear combinations of parameters (e.g., spherical vs the choices from among the many algorithms that are available for nonlinear-least-squares minimization. One of the Cartesian components of the magnetic and diffusion tensors) the effects of correlation amongst these parameters may be more popular methods in widespread use is the downhill simplex method, which has been applied to fit rigid-limit reduced. These advantages, combined with improvements in the computational methods used to solve the SLE, have made (powder) samples by Duling (23) and Fajer et al. (24) , who also outline the use of that method for analyzing distri-it possible to carry out interactive, real-time fitting of largescale problems on a laboratory workstation with a graphical butions of oriented assemblies, and multiexponential kinetics in EPR. For general application to slow-motion problems, interface. We achieve order-of-magnitude reductions in computing time compared with earlier versions of our program however, this method becomes unwieldy because of the relatively large number of function evaluations it requires.
(15-18). Also, the earlier versions of the SLE calculation (11-13) Among the more highly recommended methods for computation-intensive minimization problems are the so-called have been upgraded to include a fully anisotropic rotational diffusion tensor and the specification of all three Euler angles quasi-Newton methods, which include the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and its various modifications. These meth-describing the principal axes of molecular diffusion relative to the principal axes of the magnetic tensors. We also allow ods have the drawback that they require the partial derivatives of the spectrum with respect to each of the nonlinear the specification of all three Euler angles describing the relative orientation of the A and g tensors, and include the isoparameters at each iteration of the procedure. For functions such as the slow-motion EPR spectral intensity, which have tropic nuclear Zeeman interaction.
The dynamic models available for slow-motion spectral no simple analytical expression, each partial derivative must be calculated by a forward-difference approximation, which simulation are summarized under Methods below, where we also briefly review the numerical methods used to calculate requires a recalculation of the spectrum with a small step in each parameter. To balance this additional computational one-and two-dimensional spectra, describe algorithms used in the nonlinear minimization and optimization of the sepaburden, however, is the very useful feature that the partial derivative information may be used to estimate the condition rated variables, and review methods for statistical analysis of EPR fitting parameters based on the Levenberg-Marof the fit at each iteration of the minimization procedure. Such a diagnostic capability allows one to improve the over-quardt and related quasi-Newton methods.
Under Examples and Discussion, we demonstrate the all efficiency and reliability of the fit by eliminating indeterminate parameters or by imposing additional constraints method for selected examples of both synthetic and experimental 1D and 2D slow-motion data. Emphasis will be amongst them. This is a particularly critical advantage for models with a large number of variable parameters, which placed on the analytic information available from the partial derivative information utilized in the algorithm, as well as may not all be measurable from a given experimental data set. Other advantages of quasi-Newton methods include statistical analysis of the fitting parameters, and the condition of the fit. The first example illustrates the effects of fitting global convergence, and more flexible control over convergence criteria, which, when properly applied, allows exces-highly correlated variable parameters and discusses methods for reducing parameter correlation. In the second example, sive iterations to be avoided. Finally, under appropriate conditions, the partial derivative information can be used to we demonstrate global fits to a series of spectra taken for different values of an experimental parameter (in this case, by (a) the electron spin Zeeman interaction, including an orientation-dependent g factor; (b) the electron-nuclear hythe orientation of an ordered phase), while the third example shows the fitting of CW spectra with multiple independent perfine interaction tensor A, and (c) the isotropic nuclear spin Zeeman interaction. spectral components having different dynamic or ordering properties and illustrates how the spectral resolution and Several different coordinate systems are employed to represent the full problem: (a) the magnetic tensor frame (x m , quantification of the individual components can be assessed by statistical analysis. A method is described for estimating y m , z m ) fixed in the molecule; (b) the rotational diffusion tensor frame (x R , y R , z R ), which is also a molecule-fixed parameter uncertainty bounds from fits to experimental data in the usual case where the residual distribution violates frame; (c) the director frame (x d , y d , z d ), which is a laboratory axis system relative to which the molecule orients in the assumptions underlying the standard error expressions. Finally, we illustrate fitting of 2D-FT spectra such as COSY anisotropic fluids (cf. below); and (d) the laboratory frame (x L , y L , z L ), in which the dc magnetic field lies along z L . spectra and 2D-ELDOR spectra obtained at a series of mixing times, which are then collectively equivalent to a threeThe relationships amongst these coordinate systems are specified by different sets of tilt angles. The diffusion tilt dimensional experiment. The section concludes with a description of how the programs developed in this work may angles V D Å (a D , b D , g D ) are the Euler angles that specify the rotation taking the magnetic axes into those of the rotabe obtained.
tional diffusion tensor. The rotation is accomplished by the and (iii) a rotation about z R through the angle a D , where a Table 1 summarizes the model parameters that may enter positive angle produces a counterclockwise rotation when into a slow-motion spectral calculation. These are identified viewed along the axis of rotation looking from the positive by the labels used in the interactive fitting program and are side. In the case that the A tensor and g tensor are not coaxial, divided into four categories common to both CW and 2D-it is possible to specify a set of magnetic tilt angles V m Å FT models: (i) magnetic and structural parameters that de-(a m , b m , g m ) that rotate the A-tensor axes (x A , y A , z A ) into scribe the magnetic tensors (including an inhomogeneous the g-tensor (magnetic) axes using the same convention. It linewidth tensor) and their relative geometries; (ii) dynamic should be noted that, according to these definitions, the a parameters, which include the rates of rotational diffusion angle is not required if the tensor(s) in the reference frame for various types of motional models; (iii) ordering potential is (are) axially symmetric; for example, a D x 0 has no coefficients that describe the orienting influence of anisoeffect if R x Å R y . Finally, the director frame is related to the tropic fluids such as liquid crystals and membranes; and laboratory frame by the angles C Å (0, c, 0); only one angle (iv) integer parameters that define the type of model or is required for this rotation because of the axial symmetry of calculation used. In addition, the 2D-FT models include rotathe orienting potential. The director tilt angle c is thus the tion-independent electronic and nuclear spin relaxation times angle between the director of the anisotropic fluid and the that influence the 2D spectral lineshape, and the experimenmagnetic field. tal delay times required to specify a 2D or 3D experiment
In addition to the explicit magnetic interactions of the fully. electronic and nuclear spins, it is possible to specify two The typical approach in applying slow-motion leasttypes of orientation-dependent inhomogeneous broadening: squares fitting is first to determine the magnetic parameters (a) a linewidth tensor W associated with the magnetic frame from rigid-limit spectra and then to fix these parameters, that specifies an additional Lorentzian linewidth, and (b) the varying only the dynamic and ordering parameters in the quantities D (0) and D (2) that specify an added Gaussian fitting procedure. In fact, we have found that the slow-motion inhomogeneous linewidth D that has been chosen to relate lineshape program can also be efficiently used to obtain to the director frame according to the formula D Å D (0) / magnetic parameters from rigid-limit spectra by performing D (2) cos 2 c. (The present 2D implementation of these models calculations in the limit of very small rotational rates. For does not utilize the orientation-dependent term). many applications, particularly 2D and high-field spectra, we find that the spherical harmonic expansion utilized in the Dynamic Parameters slow-motion calculation is competitive with standard approaches that utilize some variation of discretized integration
The spectral calculation incorporates several different over the unit sphere. models for rotational diffusion, including: (a) Brownian roMagnetic and Structural Parameters tational diffusion; (b) non-Brownian diffusion, including different types of jump diffusion models; (c) anisotropic The programs model the reorientation of a one-electron, one-nucleus system (typically a nitroxide) that is described viscosity for motion in oriented fluids; and (d) discrete jump Step sizes for t 1 Scale for initial trust region boundary motion for hopping amongst a set of symmetry-related sites. Heisenberg spin exchange. In addition to any of the diffusional models mentioned above, it is possible to account Different diffusional models may be used for different molecular axes, but only when the motions occur on very differ-approximately for the effects of isotropic Heisenberg spin exchange between probe molecules with a rate specified ent time scales.
by v SS . Brownian diffusion. Brownian diffusion occurs as a seAll dynamic parameters are specified as log 10 of the paries of infinitesimal reorientational steps. This model is most rameter, divided by units of seconds 01 or seconds as approappropriate for intermediate-sized spin probes and spin-lapriate. (Ratios such as rotational anisotropies N and N xy and beled macromolecules, and is therefore the most widely non-Brownian model parameters P i do not require this canused. The program allows a fully anisotropic rotational diffucellation of units). The convention applies to the rotational sion tensor to be specified in the case of Brownian diffusion. diffusion tensor, the Heisenberg spin-exchange rate, and the Non-Brownian diffusion. In non-Brownian diffusion, the jump rate in the discrete jump model, as well as the residence probe undergoes a discontinuous step motion. The two nontimes in the non-Brownian diffusion models. Logarithmic Brownian models supported by the program include jump scaling has been adopted because it adjusts the dynamic diffusion and approximate free diffusion (10) . In jump diffuparameters to be of the same order of magnitude as the sion, the molecule remains stationary for an average time t other fitting parameters, which can substantially improve the after which it instantaneously jumps to a new orientation, convergence properties of the least-squares algorithm. specified by some angle of rotation about the specified axis.
Orienting potential. For diffusion of a probe in a meThe root-mean-square reorientation angle for axis i (in radidium with microscopic molecular ordering such as a liquid ans) is u avg Å »u 2 … Å 6R i t i . In an approximate free-diffusion crystal, membrane, or polymer, the tendency of the probe model, the molecule rotates freely about axis i with a rotato order is modeled by a restoring potential that is defined tional rate R i , but instantaneously reorients at an average relative to the director axes of the liquid. The potential is interval t i , and continues its free rotation.
The residence time t i in each of these models is specified Y L K (b, g) by means of a ''model parameter'' P i Å R i t i . In the present implementation, the non-Brownian rotational diffusion tensor must possess at least axial symmetry; thus, i may refer
[1] only to the axes perpendicular (i Å xy) or parallel (i Å z ) to z R . However the model does allow for internal nonwhere V Å (a, b, g) represents the angles relating the Brownian diffusion around z R , in addition to the overall diffusion axes to the director frame (b and g are the polar rotation. The residence time t l corresponding to this internal angles of the director z axis in the diffusion frame), and the diffusion is specified by the model parameter P l using the dimensionless coefficients c
In the present implementation, the summation Brownian behavior of a spin probe moiety that is flexibly in Eq. [1] is restricted to even values of K and L up to 4 (K attached to a larger diffusing molecule (25) .
£ L). Non-Brownian diffusion models may not be used Discrete jump motion. In addition to either Brownian or with an orienting potential. non-Brownian diffusion, one may specify a discrete jump
The programs allow for m W icroscopic oW rder with m W acromotion amongst n sites having n-fold symmetry about z R , scopic dW isorder (MOMD), i.e., a case in which there are with a rate given by D j . It is only appropriate to use this domains with local ordering described by the potential in model in combination with other rotational diffusion when Eq. [1] , but whose directors are isotropically distributed so the jump motion is much faster than the overall molecular that there is no macroscopic ordering (26). This case is rotation around z R . If the jump motion is the only important modeled by integrating the spectral lineshape over the direcfeature of the system, the R tensor elements should be set tor tilt angle c using a specified number of c values. to very small values.
Anisotropic viscosity. This model is intended for use Tensor Representations with ordered fluids (cf. below) in which the rotational diffusion rate of the probe may depend on its orientation with All of the tensor properties used in the spectral calculation, respect to the director frame. The specific model used applies including the g-matrix, the A-tensor, the linewidth tensor W, to the case in which the director lies along the spectrometer and the rotational diffusion tensor, R, may be expressed in field (i.e., c Å 0) and includes rates for diffusion perpendic-three different forms: (a) Cartesian form {M x , M y , M z }, the ular and parallel to the field direction (called R ⊥ and R ) in representation that is most frequently used in spectral fitting addition to the molecular diffusion tensor. This model cannot procedures; (b) axial form {M ⊥ , M }, which also refers to the Cartesian axes, but is restricted to axial symmetry; and be used with either non-Brownian or discrete jump motion. geneous linewidth, and rotational diffusion tensor components may all be specified in a similar way.
The rotational diffusion tensor is a special case, since the transformations in Eq. [2] are applied to the log 10 of the rate constant (per seconds 01 ). Thus, the average rotational diffusion rate constant R V å G R x R y R z is the geometric mean of the rate constants for rotational diffusion about each of the axes of the molecular diffusion frame; similarly, the axial rotational anisotropy N å R z / R x R y is the ratio of the rate constants for diffusion about axes perpendicular and parallel to the z D axis. It should be noted that, in the case of axial rotational symmetry (R x Å R y ), this definition of N just given is consistent with the conventional usage (10); however, that for R V differs from the more commonly employed definition, R V Å R ⊥ R (10) .
There are several reasons for introducing alternative representations for the various tensor quantities used in the fitting zation, based on some prior knowledge of the system (e.g., The hyperfine, electronic Zeeman, rotational diffusion, and inhomogeneous the isotropic g value and hyperfine splitting from motionally linewidth tensor components may all be specified in either form. narrowed spectra). This is easily accomplished using the modified spherical tensor components: for example, in order to maintain axial symmetry, one would set M 3 to zero and (c) ''modified spherical'' form {M 1 , M 2 , M 3 }, the compo-vary M 1 and M 2 ; in order to maintain a constant trace, one nents of which are defined in terms of the Cartesian compo-would fix M 1 at the desired value and vary M 2 and M 3 . nents as
In addition, it frequently occurs that small deviations from spherical or rhombic symmetry of a tensor cannot be re-
solved from a given EPR spectrum. This situation is identified by the appearance of strong correlations amongst the
elements of a given tensor when they are varied in a minimi-
[2] zation. Such correlations can sometimes be avoided by using a different representation of the tensor (cf. Examples and In this representation, M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 represent the isotropic, Discussion below). axial, and rhombic components of the tensor, respectively. These components differ from the usual second-order spheriNumerical Calculation of Slow-Motion EPR Spectra cal tensor components, M(0, 0), M(2, 0), and M(2, 2) by
The computational methods used to calculate 1D CW and constant factors, but are defined in such a way that they may 2D FT slow-motion magnetic resonance spectra using the stobe directly correlated with and/or estimated from features chastic Liouville equation have been described in detail (10-of an experimental ESR spectrum. This is illustrated in Fig.  13 , 27, 28). Only a brief overview of those features of the 1, which depicts a typical ''powder pattern'' spectrum for a spectral calculation that are most relevant to the nonlinearrandomly oriented electron spin with rhombic g anisotropy least-squares minimization procedure will be presented here. and no coupled nucleus. The three turning points in the spectrum correspond to the standard Cartesian components
One-Dimensional CW Spectra x, y, and z, of the g tensor. The modified spherical components correspond to (i) the isotropic average, (x / y / z)/
The unsaturated CW EPR intensity as a function of fre-3, (ii) the axial component, z 0 (x / y)/2, and (iii) the quency, I(v), may be represented in compact ''matrix elerhombic component, (x 0 y), which may be determined ment'' notation (10) (11) (12) as from the spectral features as indicated in the figure. A transformation similar to that given in Eq. [2] has been applied
previously by us (15-18) for varying components of the g and A tensors, and by Hustedt et al. (19) specifically for varying components of the g tensor. The hyperfine, inhomo-where »»nÉ is a vector representing the observable magneti-zation, including the S / spin operator and the equilibrium excessive computation for each spectral evaluation, significantly diminishing the efficiency of the procedure. For more probability distribution function for the orientation of the demanding problems, the basis set truncation method deradicals, G H is the ''symmetrized'' diffusion operator used to scribed by Vasavada et al. (27) is typically employed to model the classical motion of the radicals, and L is the identify and eliminate elements of the basis set that are unimLiouville superoperator matrix derived from the orientationportant for the solution of the problem at hand. This procedependent spin Hamiltonian. The matrix equation [3] is condure can dramatically reduce the time required to compute structed using a basis set with a typical dimension of from the spectrum, particularly for 2D calculations. However, too 30 to 20,000, depending upon the motional rates, degree of small a basis set may introduce unacceptable deviations from probe ordering, and the desired spectral resolution, which the ''true'' spectral lineshape, even to the point of producing increases with EPR frequency and the number of spectral physically unreasonable spectra. In addition, an insufficient dimensions. The basis set is constructed as a product of generalized spherical harmonics D L MK (V) and spin transition basis set can have more subtle adverse effects during the indices p and q for the electronic (S) and nuclear (I) spins: course of nonlinear-least-squares minimization. First [4] in the spectral intensities. Thus, a basis set which is sufficient to produce a given spectrum with acceptable accuracy may where p S Å mЉ S 0 m S and q S Å mЉ S 0 m S for the transition not be large enough to permit accurate calculation of its partial derivatives. The qualitative consequences of inaccurabetween electronic spin states ÉS, m S ) and ÉS, mЉ S ), and p I and q I are similarly defined for the nuclear spin states. In cies in the partial derivative spectra are described in greater detail under Examples and Discussion. practice, the stochastic Liouville operator is constructed using a basis set that is obtained by forming certain symmetryderived linear combinations of the vectors defined in Eq. Two-Dimensional Fourier-Transform Spectra [4] , which permits the matrix to be expressed in complex symmetric form, and also allows reduction of the basis set Two basic types of two-dimensional Fourier-transform (2D FT) experiments have been demonstrated to have major utility in many cases. The details of these transformations are given elsewhere (11, 28) .
in the analysis of spin-label dynamics. The first is the twopulse 2D COSY (correlation spectroscopy) experiment, and It is convenient to divide the basis set into subspaces corresponding to different p S indices. These subspaces are the second is the three-pulse 2D ELDOR (electron-electron double resonance) experiment, which is analogous to 2D excoupled only through the S / or S 0 operators, which appear only in the nonsecular terms in the spin Hamiltonian or in change experiments in NMR. In both types of experiments, a dual-quadrature signal is detected; that is, the signal has a real, the interaction with a strong irradiating microwave field (cf. below). Thus, in the high-field limit where nonsecular terms absorptive part and an imaginary, dispersive part with respect to each of the two frequencies defining the 2D spectrum. In may be neglected, the unsaturated CW EPR lineshape calculation requires only the subspace upon which the vector Én…… both the 2D COSY and 2D ELDOR experiments, these signals can be combined in appropriate linear combinations to yield has a projection, namely the p S Å 1, q S Å 0 subspace (11, 12) . The L matrix does not need to be fully diagonalized an FID-like signal called the S c/ signal and an echo-like signal called S c0 . Because of partial cancellation of inhomogeneous in order to obtain the CW spectrum; the least-squares calculation uses a Lanczos tridiagonalization of the matrix fol-broadening in the echo-like signal, the S c0 spectra are, in general, substantially sharper than the S c/ , so that a comparison lowed by a continued-fraction approximation to the spectral lineshape using the elements of the tridiagonal matrix (11-of the two aids in the discrimination of the different broadening contributions to the lineshape (21, 22, 28). 13). The conjugate gradients version of the Lanczos algorithm (27) is employed so that the number of Lanczos steps
In general, 2D FT experiments contain pulses that couple the different p S manifolds, and thus spectral calculation rerequired for convergence of the spectrum may be determined during each calculation. Thus, the number of steps taken can quires the p S Å 0 (''diagonal'') subspace corresponding to longitudinal magnetization as well as the p S Å {1 ''offvary during the course of a minimization procedure. Proper choice of a basis set for the spectral calculation is critical diagonal'' subspaces, which are conjugate to each other and correspond to counter-rotating transverse magnetization. For to efficient nonlinear-least-squares analysis, particularly for the fitting of 2D spectra. Too large a basis set can result in slow-motion 2D FT spectral calculations, it is generally nec-essary to diagonalize the stochastic Liouville matrix in each quence can be written as p S Å 0 r |1 r 0 r 01 for the S c{ signals. The signal following the third pulse is given by of the three subspaces, in order to obtain the eigenmodes that fully describe the evolution of the spin system in the absence of any microwave pulse in the high field limit, i.e., S ELDOR c{
[7] [5] Because the diagonal space is larger, the pulse propagators Here, the O and L matrices are respectively the orthogonal between the diagonal space and the off-diagonal space in transformation matrices composed of the eigenvectors and this equation The specific algorithm used in this work closely follows ues in Eq. [5] and a sequence of appropriate pulse propagators, the implementation found in the MINPACK program library it is straightforward to calculate the 2D EPR signal for the 2D (32), which utilizes one of the quasi-Newton methods correlation spectroscopy (COSY) and 2D exchange (ELDOR) known as the ''model trust region'' modification of the Levexperiments utilized in this work. The initial density matrix is enberg-Marquardt approach (33, 34). Previous versions of the equilibrium density matrix which has nonzero elements our slow-motion fitting programs (15-18) utilized the basic only for zeroth-order coherence (p S Å 0). The initial p/2 Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm available in Version 4 of pulse in each sequence converts this magnetization to first-order the IMSL library (35). coherence which is represented as the two counter-rotating
The experimental data are represented as a column vectransition moment vectors Én {1 … that specify the transverse tor h consisting of a list of values h i containing the intenmagnetization corresponding to density matrix elements with sity of the spectrum at each point in the spectral domain. p S Å {1. During the detection period, only the Én 01 … transition The vector h may include a sequence of spectra that are moment contributes to the observable magnetization »S / …. to be fitted simultaneously, a spectrum with multiple diThus, 2D ESR signals for the coherence-transfer pathways of mensions, or a sequence of multidimensional spectra. The interest may be written as a product of Én {1 … with the appro-experimental data values are always represented as a onepriate combination of transformation matrices, exponentiated dimensional vector regardless of the actual number or dieigenvalue matrices, and pulse propagator matrices, which is mensions of the spectra. The two-and three-dimensional then projected onto »n 01 É. spectra considered in this work are specified in leadingIn the COSY sequence, the coherence-transfer pathways dimension order ( i.e., spectra depending upon the frequenp S Å 0 r |1 r 0 1 are responsible for the S c/ and S c0 signals cies v 1 and v 2 are stored so that points corresponding to defined by Gamliel and Freed (31), which are respectively the same v 1 value are contiguous ) . A similar scheme has known as ''P-type'' and ''N-type'' signals in the NMR liter-been utilized in the nonlinear-least-squares analysis of ature. Those signals can be written as motionally averaged 2D NMR spectra ( 36 ) . The theoretical spectrum calculated at each point in the spectral domain is similarly represented as the vector f(x), S COSY c{ where x is a vector containing the set of parameters to be
determined by the fitting procedure. The problem is then to find the x that best matches f(x) with h according to some [6] criterion, most commonly, according to the minimum in the squared differences between the vectors. More explicitly, where P ( p The coherence-transfer pathways for the 2D ELDOR se-
It is also possible to weight the residuals using some a priori User control is provided over some of the parameters in Eqs. [9] and [11] . The relative forward-differences step dx i knowledge of the experimental error, which is taken to be the uncertainty in the measured spectral intensity at a given (typically 10 05 ) is adjustable for each search parameter, which provides a means of checking for roundoff errors in field value, i.e., the experimental noise level. The standard deviation of the noise, s, is estimated from the experimental the computation of J. The accuracy of the calculation of J is critical to the proper performance of the algorithm and points along a sufficient length of baseline (or area of baseplane). In practice, s is obtained from the variance of a correct statistical analysis of the results. The user may also specify a multiplicative factor for each of the scaling factors linear fit to the two baseline segments at either end of the spectrum that should comprise about 10-20% of the spectral D ii , which are initially set to the norms of the corresponding column of J. This effectively increases or decreases the sweep width. Similarly, a plane may be fitted to a 10-20% edge around the border of a two-dimensional spectrum to search step size for the given parameter.
The scalar l in Eq. [9] is the Levenberg-Marquardt paestimate the spectral noise. The noise level is assumed to be constant across a given spectrum; however, for global fits rameter. In the simplest and most commonly used implementation of the Levenberg-Marquardt method (37), the steps involving multiple spectra, s may be different for each spectrum. The sum of weighted residuals, which should be the along each parameter dimension are not scaled (i.e., D Å I), and l is either increased or decreased by a constant ''true'' x 2 of the fit, is calculated as factor at each iteration, depending on whether
This approach has the
drawback that the optimal value of l is not determined at each iteration, and certain pathologies in the J matrix may where s is a diagonal matrix whose elements contain the arise if the scales of individual parameters are too different. experimental s i for each element of f.
In our previous versions (15-18), this problem was reduced The minimization procedure takes an initial estimate for by the use of a log scale for parameters such as the R tensor, the parameters being searched, x 0 , to calculate a refined and also by further rescaling of the parameters. estimate of the parameters, x / , according to the formula More sophisticated implementations carry out a line search in order to minimize É f (x / )É 2 with respect to l at [9] each iteration, but this approach requires additional function evaluations. However, if one defines a step bound d c (the where J(x 0 ) represents the Jacobian matrix of f (or s 01 rf trust region) around x 0 within which the residual function for weighted residuals) with respect to the parameters x, is assumed to be well approximated by the equation [12] then the x / corresponding to the optimal l may be found
[10] by a line search that utilizes the information in J(x 0 ) without recalculating the spectrum. The initial step bound d c is taken to be the lesser of the quantities aÉDrxÉ (a is a user-specified scaling factor) and the length of the first step Éx / / x 0 É calculated according to Eq. [9] . Subsequently, d c may be either increased or decreased depending upon how closely and D is a diagonal matrix with D ii containing a scaling the change of the residual function predicted by Eq. [12] , factor controlling the step length for the parameter x i . For D f pred , matches the calculated change, D f calc Å É f (x 0 )É 0 weighted residuals, the ith row of J is also multiplied by a
is a factor of s 01 i . In practice, each column of J is calculated good approximation to É f (x)É within the trust region or the by a forward-differences approximation function continues to decrease rapidly beyond the step bound, and d c may be increased, typically by a factor of 2.
is not a good approximation
[11] throughout the trust region, and d c must be decreased. This modification of the basic Levenberg-Marquardt method is among those most generally recommended for calculationwhere xP i is the unit vector corresponding to x i in x.
intensive problems such as EPR spectral fitting in recent recalculation of L precede all others in the list. The overall efficiency is further increased by carrying out the optimization treatises on nonlinear-least-squares methods (33, 34, 38) .
After the completion of a step, x / is taken as the new x 0 of the separable parameters without resorting to nonlinear minimization methods, as we now describe. and the procedure repeats until it converges to a minimum. Convergence is judged according to one or more of the Scale Factors for Multicomponent Spectra following criteria: (i) function convergence, where the relative change in residuals
Separable linear parameters appear in the minimization after a step is less than some predefined tolerance, ftol problem when the experimental data are to be fitted using a (typically 10 04 ); (ii) parameter convergence, for which the sum of spectral components, each with its own scaling factor. scaled norm of the step ÉD(x / 0 x 0 )É 2 is less than the If all of the calculated component spectra are normalized tolerance xtol (typically 10 05 ), and (iii) gradient conver-to the same integral (or double integral, for first-derivative gence, in which the scaled norm of each column of J(x / ) spectra), this scaling procedure is equivalent to determining is less than some prespecified tolerance gtol (typically the relative population of each species, which is a common 10 06 ), which can occur if x / is at an extremum of f (x). objective in the analysis of multicomponent spectra in genTrue convergence according to the third of these criteria eral (40) (41) (42) . Specifically, at each iteration of the nonlinear is relatively rare; most often, termination due to gradient parameter minimization, the scaling factors a i are obtained convergence signals an extremely weak dependence of the by solving a linear equation of the form spectrum on all of the fitting parameters.
Separable Fitting Parameters
where h is the data vector and the design matrix F is comIn separable least-squares problems, it is possible to partition posed of column vectors corresponding to each of the calcux Å (j, h) such that for a given set of nonlinear parameters lated component spectra. In the case that several spectra are j, f (j, h) is easily minimized with respect to h. Such a being fitted globally, the spectra are packed into the column separability has the advantages that no initial estimate for h is vectors f i in the same order as the experimental data. The needed, and fewer nonlinear search parameters are involved, solution vector a is obtained from a standard QR factorizareducing the time needed to compute J. One important special tion of the design matrix F (43), case of a separable problem for the present application is when h contains only linear parameters. Although it is possible to
[14] minimize a function of this type using a single-step iterative algorithm (39), we utilize an equivalent but somewhat less efficient procedure in which the nonlinear functions depending where Q is an orthogonal rectangular matrix, and R is an on j are first calculated and the linear parameters in h deter-upper triangular square matrix. Then the best-fit spectrum mined by linear least-squares at each iteration of the nonlinear for the given set of nonlinear parameters is given by parameter search. This ''nested'' procedure is necessary to accommodate the possibility of spectral shifting (cf. below),
[15] but it does take implicit advantage of the theorems proved by Golub and Pereyra (39) that establish the properties of global convergence for this method.
Because of the very large memory requirements it would impose, this type of multicomponent analysis has not been Previous versions of our slow-motion fitting programs for CW EPR spectra (15-18) have relied on a different sort of implemented in the 2D spectral calculations described above.
The use of an orthogonal decomposition method such as the separation-of-parameters technique for optimizing the calculation. In those versions, the fitting parameters were divided into QR factorization has the advantage that linear dependencies or near-dependencies among the component spectra can be two groups according to whether a change in the parameter required a retridiagonalization of the L matrix. Parameters identified and removed. That is, given two components having practically indistinguishable spectra (aside from a possible linwhich enter only into the continued-fraction part of the spectral calculation, such as field range and offset, inhomogeneous li-ear scaling factor), one of them may be eliminated from the linear-least-squares problem. This is accomplished by utilizing newidth, phase, and scale, were optimized separately by a nested nonlinear-least-squares procedure. This scheme was de-column pivoting during the QR procedure and examining the diagonal elements of the resultant R matrix.
signed to avoid costly recalculation of the L matrix during the course of the minimization. In the present version, the same The method outlined above bears some resemblance to other methods of multicomponent EPR spectral analysis objective is achieved by maintaining the list of search parameters in an order such that the parameters that do not require that have been described in the literature. The iterative subtraction technique of Evans and Morgan ( 41 ) is a form The first two terms on the right-hand side of this equation are positive constants, whereas the third term is simply the of orthogonal decomposition that offers a similar ability to distinguish the number of independent components in correlation function for h(v) and f(v), which is a function a given spectrum. It suffers the drawback that it requires of Dv. Thus, the sum of residuals can be written regions in which there is little overlap between the component spectra in order to perform optimally. The common
[17] on a method that is widely applied in chemistry and related fields ( 40 ) and also relies on orthogonal decomposition. from which it is evident that the minimum in the residuals However, this type of approach requires a set of experif (Dv) 2 occurs at the maximum of the correlation function mental spectra in which the relative populations of the corr{h, f}(Dv). The problem is thus reduced to finding individual components are varied, which is usually imthe value of Dv at this maximum. For discrete data, it is practical for slow-motion spectra.
straightforward to calculate corr{h, f}(Dv) utilizing the Spectral Shifting properties of the discrete fast Fourier transform, and the The vector of separable parameters h may contain nonlin-desired value of Dv may then be obtained by polynomial ear parameters as long as h is uniquely determined for each interpolation of the maximum from the tabulated correlation j. One nonlinear EPR parameter that is usually separable in function. The accuracy of this interpolation is critical to the this sense is the trace of the g tensor, which determines the smooth and reproducible performance of the Levenbergcenter frequency (or field position) of the spectrum. This Marquardt algorithm, since the extrema in the correlation quantity is particularly important to fit in cases where either function are quite sharp, i.e., the residuals depend very the spectrometer frequency or the absolute magnetic field strongly on Dv. The specific interpolation scheme used is is not known to sufficient accuracy. Most spectral fitting the five-point Lagrange formula for equally spaced abscissas procedures that are used to obtain full g-tensor information (44); the root of this function's derivative within the fivefrom randomly (or partially) oriented spin probes include point region is then obtained by a simple polynomial rootall three tensor components as nonlinear parameters in the finding algorithm (37). fit. However, one component may be removed from the set of nonlinear parameters by introducing a spectral shift, Dv, Combined Spectral Shifting and Scaling which is determined at each iteration. In the past (15-19), It frequently occurs in multicomponent fitting problems a nested procedure has been used, wherein the optimum spectral shift Dv is located by a search algorithm such as that both the spectral shift and the individual spectral scaling a binomial or golden-section search, while a linear-least-factors must be determined. In this case, it is possible to squares fit is used to optimize the baseline shift and scale combine the methods described above to determine both the factor for the signal amplitude. The use of spline-interpolated linear and nonlinear components of h. For this application, data allowed a minimum number of data points to be fitted. it is most convenient to use the following form of the linear In the procedure described below, we utilize a different ap-equation for the scale factors: proach involving rapid calculation of the correlation function between the model spectrum and experimental data, which may be used to determine the spectral shift in one-dimen-
sional spectra, as well as the shift along one dimension of a 2D spectrum. A similar procedure is used for shifting multicomponent spectra, as described below. The sum of the squared differences between an experimental spectrum h(v) and a shifted calculated spectrum f(v 0 Dv) can be written (assuming continuous functions Å
This equation is equivalent to the normal equation form
of a linear least-squares problem, with the exception that corr{h,f i }(Dv) for a specific value of Dv replaces hrf i in
[16] the left-hand vector elements. The norms and dot products of the component spectra that appear in the matrix are first Under these assumptions it is possible to express an uncertainty bound for each individual parameter and joint conficalculated and stored as shown. Since this matrix is independent of Dv, it is sufficient to carry out a single QR decompo-dence regions for subsets of parameters using information obtained from the covariance matrix c, which is estimated sition of it that may subsequently be used for solving Eq.
[18] for a series of different Dv values. Then the correlation from the Jacobian matrix evaluated at the residual minimum x* as functions between the data and each of the component spectra, corr{h, f i }(Dv), are calculated using the discrete fast Fourier transform. For each Dv in the domain, the left-hand-
[20] vector is substituted with the values of corr{h, f i }(Dv), and the optimal scaling factors for each component at the Equation [20] implies additional assumptions that are given Dv are found by solving the set of linear normal used to derive the statistical expressions given below, equations in a manner similar to Eq. [14] . The set of solu-namely (i) that the residual function f (x*) is well approxitions for a range of Dv values may be calculated at once mated by a multidimensional Taylor expansion around the by forming a matrix on the left-hand side of Eq. [18] with minimum which includes the curvature matrix C(x*) in a column for each Dv. The sum function ͚ i a i (Dv)corr{h, its second-order term, and (ii) that C(x*) is in turn well f i }(Dv) is then tabulated as a function of Dv and the approximated by the product J T (x*)J(x*). These assumpoptimal value of Dv determined by polynomial interpolation tions are violated when f exhibits a highly nonlinear depenas described above for the single-component case.
dence upon the parameters in x, i.e., when there is significant local curvature of the surface at x*, so that higher-order Statistical Inference from Nonlinearterms of the Taylor expansion are nonnegligible.
Least-Squares Minimization
An essential part of experimental measurements using Parameter Uncertainties and Confidence Regions least-squares spectral analysis is the estimation of measureFor minimizations of the weighted residuals, the confiment error, that is, some estimate of how close the padence bounds for each parameter at the x 2 minimum are rameters at the least-squares minimum are to the ''true' ' given by (37) parameter values. The Levenberg-Marquardt and related quasi-Newton methods have a number of advantages for
[21] nonlinear-least-squares analysis that are underutilized in magnetic-resonance applications. These algorithms all share the feature that the Jacobian matrix is calculated during the and the boundary of the joint confidence region for a given parameter search. Upon convergence of the search, the Ja-subset of parameters in the p-dimensional vector x p is given cobian contains information about the local topology of the by x 2 function that, under certain conditions, can be used to ( p is calculated from the x 2 probability distribution function for p degrees of freedom and a prespecified In order to obtain useful expressions for parameter conficonfidence interval a such that the probability that the true dence regions in terms of the Jacobian matrix and the experisolution vector lies within the region x 2 (x p ) 0 x 2 (x* p ) £ mental noise, it is necessary to make some assumptions about Dx 2 is given by a. It should be noted that p Å 1 in Eq. the experimental data. Specifically, the data are assumed to
[21], whereas in Eq.
[22], p is the number of parameters have the form in the subset for which the confidence region is being calculated. This approach was previously used (15-18) in slightly
For unweighted residual minimizations, t-distribution stawhere the 1 i are assumed to be normally distributed rantistics are used to estimate confidence bounds for each padom values with a standard deviation s 1 . A second, more rameter, and F-distribution statistics are used to estimate profound assumption expressed in Eq. [19 ] is that the joint confidence regions, as (34) experimental spectrum underlying the noise can be exactly reproduced by the model f( x ) for some specific set of parameters x † .
n0p s c ii [23] ses Ϳ .
[29] trum are not normally distributed, (b) the underlying spectrum cannot be exactly represented by the model function f
In the case of large correlations (r ij ú 0.9), it is possible to at some point in the search parameter domain (i.e., one is use the major axis of the ellipse to define a linear relationship fitting with an incorrect model), or (c) the residual function between the two parameters in the region of the solution: has high curvature or nonlinearity in the neighborhood of the minimum. Although we have found that the third of these difficulties can largely be avoided by proper scaling dx 2 Å tan z dx 1 ; tan 2z Å ͩ 2c 12 c 11 0 c 22 ͪ . [30] of the dynamic parameters (in log space), the large majority of experimental spectra fail to meet the first two criteria rigorously. It might therefore appear that Eqs.
[21] - [24] One approach to reducing the dimension of the search space are of limited utility for estimating experimental errors; how-in the case of highly correlated parameters is to use Eq. [30] ever, it is still possible to obtain reasonable uncertainty esti-to impose a linear constraint on the fitting parameters (34). mates from them in many cases, as will be discussed under Examples and Discussion below.
Quality of Fit Criteria

A wide variety of statistical tests and empirical criteria Calculation of Two-Parameter Error Ellipses
have been used to measure the quality-of-fit for various minimization procedures. Here, we briefly review a selection of Parameter confidence regions are most often used to examine correlation between only two parameters (an example the criteria that have been applied to EPR spectra in the literature and compare them for application to slow-motion is given under Examples and Discussion). Here, we give the expressions used to calculate two-parameter error ellip-spectra.
Reduced chi-squared
distributed about the value n 0 p with a standard sponding to a ''perfect'' fit, whereas that of Eq. [32] depends upon the scale of the spectrum. deviation of 2(n 0 p) , where n is again the number of For slow-motion EPR spectra, the correlation coefficient points and p is the number of fitting parameters. Thus, for appears to be a relatively weak criterion for an acceptable an ''ideal fit,'' i.e., one in which the only source of deviation fit. Some fits that exhibit obvious flaws and fail by other between data and calculation is normally distributed spectral quantitative criteria have still given linear r lin values greater noise, the reduced x 2 , given by x 2 red Å x 2 /(n 0 p), should than 0.95. The fits to simulated spectra with normally distribbe distributed about unity with a standard deviation of uted noise shown below all gave r lin values above 0.999. 2/(n 0 p) .
Residual index, R. This type of statistic is similar to one This criterion is fairly strict. In practice, a x 2 red apused in X-ray crystallographic analysis and has been applied proaching unity can readily be obtained using simulated dato magnetic-resonance spectral fitting in a few cases. Altertasets with normally distributed pseudorandom noise, but it native forms for R that have been applied in EPR include is very difficult to achieve for experimental data, especially (48) when global fits to two or more spectra are involved. Any deviations between the data and the calculated fit that are detectably larger than the spectral noise level will produce
and (42) Quality-of-fit parameter. A related quantity that can be used to estimate the quality-of-fit is Q (37), the cumulative
[34] probability distribution function for x 2 , which assumes values from 0 to 1. Essentially, Q is the probability of finding the experimental x 2 based on the expected distribution of both of which approach zero for a perfect fit. These expresx 2 for the available degrees of freedom. If Q is very small, sions essentially give the total deviation between the data the discrepancies between data and model are unlikely to be and model as a fraction of the integrated signal amplitude random fluctuations.
in some form. A value of R abs õ 0.05 has been suggested Q has proven to be of almost no practical utility for slow-as a criterion for a fit that is ''quite good'' (14). The value motion spectral fitting, mainly because it goes to zero very of R sqr should be smaller for an equivalent fit; R sqr É 0.01 rapidly as x 2 deviates from n 0 p. In practice, Q for many or less has been suggested as an appropriate criterion for a of the experimental data sets we have examined is smaller good fit (42) . In practice, the actual cutoff values are likely than the floating-point machine precision of our workstation, to depend on the experimental signal-to-noise ratio. Fits to and it can be very small even for fits that by other criteria simulated slow-motion data with an S/N of 100 give R abs are quite acceptable. Fits to simulated data sets typically values of 0.04-0.06, whereas the best fits to experimental give Q values of 0.1-0.6; however, any value above 0.001 nitroxide spectra with comparable signal-to-noise typically should be considered an excellent fit to experimental data. produce R abs É 0.1. The residual index thus appears to be a Correlation coefficient, r. A more commonly used crite-more useful empirical measure than the linear correlation rion is the correlation between the data and the calculated coefficient r, but much less rigorous than the x 2 and related spectrum. Alternative forms of the correlation coefficient r tests. that have been used in EPR analysis include the linear correCondition of Fit lation coefficient (19, 46) The Jacobian matrix utilized in the Levenberg-Marquardt and related quasi-Newton minimization algorithms possesses
[31] some useful diagnostic features for identifying ill-conditioned fit, i.e., when one or more parameters do not significantly affect x 2 , or when two parameters are linearly depenand the correlation coefficient used by Jackson (47) dent. In the first of these cases, J will have a zero column, whereas in the second case, two columns of J will differ by only a multiplicative factor. Either of these conditions leads
[32] to a zero determinant of the full J matrix, so that Eq. [9] cannot be solved without removing the appropriate columns quardt method; and (iv) efficient optimization of separable parameters in order to reduce the dimension of the parameter of J. Although these extreme pathologies are rarely encountered in practice, the full implementation of the QR decom-search space, as described under Methods. These enhancements have improved the efficiency of the calculation to the position algorithm with pivoting can be used to identify when J is ''nearly'' rank-deficient according to some prede-point where it is possible to carry out routine interactive analysis on an IBM RS-6000 RISC laboratory workstation fined tolerance.
operating under the AIX (UNIX) system, even for relatively large-scale problems. For example, a series of global minimi-
EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION
zations for liquid crystal spectra obtained at two director orientations for eight different temperatures takes about 20 We have developed two general computer programs, NLSL and NL2DC (cf. end of this section), based on the minutes to complete, operating interactively. For four fitting parameters, this corresponds to approximately 1500 individmodels and methods outlined above, for least-squares analysis of CW EPR and 2D EPR data sets, respectively. Magnetic ual spectral calculations, or about 750 ms per calculation.
The program may also be run in production mode by speciparameters as well as dynamic parameters associated with a selection of different models may be optimized. Both pro-fying the fitting commands in a script file once an appropriate set of conditions for the minimizations has been identified. grams also allow for global analysis of a series of spectra obtained by varying one of the experimental conditions (e.g.,
In the examples that follow, we illustrate some of the more significant applications of slow-motion EPR spectral sample orientation or 2D mixing time) and both incorporate the separated-variables approach to reduce the parameter fitting by the Levenberg-Marquardt method. In many cases, the data sets employed are simulated by adding normally search space. In addition, program NLSL can also carry out fitting of multiple components in either a single or a global distributed noise to a theoretical spectral lineshape. In addition to their illustrative purpose, such spectra provide a useminimization.
Among the more significant challenges for ''fully auto-ful gauge of how accurately the least-squares procedure can recover the true model parameters. The idealization of the mated'' spectral analysis are the determination of initial search parameter values, and the presence of local minima data also allows an assessment of the intrinsic resolution of different types of spectra and fitting procedures with respect in the function to be minimized. The tasks of choosing a starting point and avoiding false minima become particularly to the model parameters. Where appropriate, examples using real experimental data will be given, particularly with referdifficult to automate when a large number of fitting parameters or multiple data sets are involved. The NLSL and ence to procedures for statistical analysis of the fitting parameters under nonideal conditions. NL2DC programs are therefore not intended to carry out fully automated least-squares analysis; rather, they are based on the design philosophy that the optimal fitting algorithm Parameter Correlation: Resolution of is one which best combines the intuition of the user with Rotational Anisotropy the speed and (presumably) the objectivity of a computer.
In order to achieve such a combination, the programs are Although correlations amongst the search parameters are widely neglected in EPR spectral fitting, they occur quite based on a simple command language interface that enables real-time, interactive modification of the parameter values, frequently and provide an important criterion for assessing the reliability of the information derived from the fit. This search parameter set, or fitting procedure itself. The minimization may be interrupted at any time, modified, and re-is particularly true for slow-motion spectra, where the large number of available model parameters frequently leads to started. In most operating environments, the NLSL program also displays the current best-fit function graphically, provid-''overfitting'' of the data; that is, more quantities may be sought in the minimization procedure than can accurately ing a convenient means of choosing starting parameters.
Whereas programs for real-time, interactive fitting of mo-be determined from the available data. Thus, the appearance of large correlations amongst fitting parameters can be a tionally narrowed spectra have been available for some time (49) (50) (51) (52) , such an approach had been prohibitive for slow-useful diagnostic for identifying such cases and determining the intrinsic resolution of the data with respect to the model motion spectra because of the much larger computational burden involved. Critical steps in the extension of such meth-parameters, as we now illustrate.
A major goal in the analysis of slow-motion EPR spectra ods to slow-motion analysis have included (i) the utilization of sparse matrix methods such as the Lanczos algorithm is to determine reliably the anisotropy of the spin probe rotational motion. This may be particularly important for and related methods (11) (12) (13) , particularly for obtaining the eigenvectors required in 2D calculations (28); (ii) minimi-nitroxide-labeled macromolecules which can exhibit highly anisotropic reorientational behavior. The sensitivity of the zation of the basis sets required (27); (iii) the introduction of an efficient modification of the basic Levenberg-Mar-ESR spectrum to rotational anisotropy may be expected to between R V and N when these components are simultaneously varied in a minimization.
Note. Explanation of parameter names and units for each parameter are given in Table 1 .
a Calculated for psi Å 0, 30, 60, and 90, and for a MOMD spectrum with nort Å 15.
b A set of rprp and rpll values were used as indicated in Table 3 . c A set of rbar values was used for each of two components as specified in Table 7 .
d Calculated for 89000 and 3400. e 3.0 G at b0 Å 89000; 2.0 G at b0 Å 3400.
We illustrate this effect for simple Brownian rotational diffusion in an isotropic solvent with an axially symmetric anisotropic diffusion tensor. Figure 2 shows a series of simulated X-band slow-motion CW EPR spectra which were calculated using magnetic parameters intended to represent the cholestane spin label (CSL) (set 1 in Table 2 ), assuming Brownian rotational diffusion in an isotropic solvent over a range of rotational diffusion rates (R ⊥ Å 3.0 1 10 6 , 1.0 1 10 7 , 3.0 1 10 7 , and 1.0 1 10 8 s 01 ) with a constant anisotropy of N Å 10. Normally distributed random noise was added to each spectrum to produce a signal-to-noise ratio of 100.
For each of the spectra shown, least-squares minimizations were carried out with respect to the inhomogeneous Gaussian broadening parameter and either the average and  FIG. 2 . Series of simulated X-band slow-motion CW EPR spectra (open the anisotropy of the diffusion tensor components (log 10 R V / circles) calculated using magnetic parameters of CSL (cf. lines in Fig. 2 ) was close to unity, and the starting parameter 01 . The rotational anisotropy N Å R /R ⊥ was 10 for all the values were recovered within the reported uncertainties (cf. spectra. Normally distributed random noise was added to each spectrum to Table 3 ).
give a signal-to-noise ratio of 100. Solid lines show nonlinear-least-squares
The most significant aspect of the fits shown in Fig. 2 is fits to the spectra as described in the text; parameters obtained from the fits are given in Table 3. the increasing degree of correlation that is observed between log R V /s 01 and log N toward the slower motions. For the Another use of the correlation coefficients as a measure of spectral resolution at different EPR frequencies is shown fastest motion shown, the correlation is only 0.25, whereas a very strong negative correlation of 00.96 is observed at in Fig. 4 . Simulated spectra were calculated for a nitroxide exhibiting a fully anisotropic rotational diffusion tensor (set the slowest motion. In contrast, no significant correlation appears throughout the range of motional rates when the 2 in Table 2 ) at 250 and at 9.5 GHz with added Gaussian noise to give S/N Å 100 at both frequencies. The results of minimization is carried out with respect to log R ⊥ /s 01 and log R /s 01 : the correlation between these two parameters the least-squares analyses are given in Table 4 . The minimization using the high-frequency data yields the starting paremains below about 0.45 in magnitude. The differences between the two cases for the slowest motion are illustrated rameters to within the reported uncertainties for all three elements of the rotational diffusion tensor. At the lower more graphically in Fig. 3 , which plots the x 2 contours for the spectrum corresponding to the slowest motion (top of frequency, however, R x and R y are incorrectly estimated to be nearly equal, with a very substantial and unacceptable Fig. 2) vs parameter values for both the (log R V /s 01 , log N) and the (log R ⊥ /s 01 , log R /s 01 ) pairs. The dotted ellipses correlation coefficient of 00.98. The linear relationship derived from this correlation according to Eq. [30] gives a show joint confidence regions for the fitting parameters calculated from Eq. [28] using Dx 2 Å 5.99 (95% significance slope of 01, indicating that log 10 R x /s 01 and log 10 R y /s 01 can only vary so as to maintain a constant sum (i.e., the product level for two parameters). From this figure, it can be seen that the strong correlation between log R V /s 01 and log N R x R y is constant). Thus, the lower-frequency data are insensitive to the ratio R x /R y that measures nonaxial anisotropy produces an elongated, tilted error ellipse that conforms reasonably well to the local topology indicated by the x 2 con-in R. This result is consistent with our previous observations that high-frequency ESR spectra are more sensitive to the tours. In contrast, the long axis of the error ellipse for log R ⊥ /s 01 vs log R /s 01 is not tilted, but lies approximately rotational anisotropy than are X-band spectra (55) . The appearance of correlations amongst the elements of parallel to the R ⊥ axis, again conforming to the x 2 contours and indicating that there is little correlation between the R ⊥ a given tensor generally indicate a limitation in the resolution of the experimental data with respect to that tensor. Such and R parameters.
In general, the appearance of large (ú0.9) correlations correlations can frequently be avoided by (i) fixing the value of one of the quantities involved, (ii) restricting the tensor between fitting parameters indicates that the experimental data are insensitive to one of the correlated parameters, or to a higher symmetry, or (iii) using a different representation for the tensor as illustrated above. By analogy, correlations some combination of them. In the example shown here, the poorly determined quantity is readily identified by utilizing between coefficients of the ordering potential usually indicate that the higher-order term is not uniquely resolvable a different linear combination of tensor quantities to reduce or eliminate the correlation. In the absence of strong correla-and should not be varied in the minimization.
Although the strong correlations observed in slow-motion tion, the relative uncertainties for log R ⊥ /s 01 vs log R / s 01 are easily interpreted and clearly show that the poorly spectral fitting occur most frequently between similar parameters, correlations between different types of parameters that determined quantity is R ⊥ , consistent with the expectation that the spectrum should be less sensitive to the slower com-do not lend themselves so easily to a physical interpretation can also arise. The most common such correlations occur ponents of R as the rigid limit is approached. between rotational diffusion tensor elements and the inhomogeneous linewidth, diffusion tilt angles, or higher-order (nonaxial) terms in the orienting potential. In such cases, it is generally necessary to remove one of the correlated variables from the list of search parameters. Another possible solution is to impose a linear constraint such as Eq. [30] upon the correlated variables, thus effectively reducing the dimension of the search space.
Global Spectral Analysis: Aligned vs Unaligned Samples
An important aspect of the nonlinear-least-squares program described here is its ability to perform global analysis
FIG. 4. Least-squares fits to simulated spectra (open circles) of a nitroxide at (A) 250
GHz and at (B) 9.5 GHz for a probe with fully anisotropic rotational diffusion (set 2, Table 2 ). Note the large difference in field scales. The rotational anisotropy was R x /R y Å 2.0 and R x R y /R z Å 10.0. Least-squares spectra corresponding to the parameters given in Table  4 are shown by the solid lines.
for a series of spectra obtained by varying one of the parameters in a given EPR experiment. Global analysis of multiple datasets has found widespread use in the study of timeresolved optical anisotropy decays (56, 57) , and has recently been applied to the simultaneous analysis of fluorescence anisotropy decay and saturation-transfer EPR spectra using the basic Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (20) . Such an approach has also been utilized in the analysis of rigid-limit EPR spectra obtained at different frequencies (48) . It has previously been applied by us to fit slow-motion EPR spectra taken at different temperatures to obtain the Arrhenius pa -FIG. 3 . Chi-squared contour maps plotted as a function of parameter rameters of the rotational reorientation directly (18), and values for least-squares fits to the spectrum at the top of Fig. 2 . The variable to fit liquid crystal spectra at different sample orientations parameters were (A) log 10 of the rotational diffusion rates about the axis parallel (rp11) and perpendicular (rprp) to the long axis of the diffusing simultaneously (15, 58). Additionally, a series of 2D EPR probe, or (B) log 10 of the average rotational diffusion rate (rbar) and spectra for different mixing times have been fitted simultanerotational anisotropy (n). The correlation coefficients were 00. 36 and ously (21, 22). tion in the parameter space, thus better defining the region of allowed solutions and reducing otherwise high correlations variable; the more useful series variables include (i) the director tilt angle for studying an ordered system at a series amongst the parameters. The principles of global analysis may be applied to many different types of series in which of orientations; (ii) the spectrometer field, for fitting spectra measured at a series of different EPR frequencies; (iii) the a single EPR parameter is varied. We have implemented a very general approach to this strategy: in principle, it is mixing time in a 2D exchange (2D ELDOR) experiment;
and (iv) different coherence pathways for a given 2D specpossible to carry out a global fit with respect to a series in any parameter that can also be varied as a search parameter. trum.
In the following example, global fitting to spectra from In practice, not every EPR parameter is practical as a series Table 2 ) in an aligned membrane at director tilt angles of C Å 0Њ, 30Њ, 60Њ, and 90Њ, and for macroscopically disordered membrane domains (MOMD) model. Minimizations were carried out using a mismatched motional model with b d Å 0; shown are (A) global fit to all orientations of the aligned membranes; (B) global fit for C Å 0Њ and 90Њ only; (C) individual fits for C Å 0 and 90Њ; and (D) individual fit to the MOMD spectrum. Fits using the correct model and leastsquares parameters given in Table 5 did not deviate above the noise level. Solid lines show nonlinear-least-squares fits of a mismatched model (see text) using least-squares parameters given in Table 6 . Note that the mismatched model leads to significantly greater discrepancies in the global fit to four orientations.
aligned samples obtained at a series of orientations will be samples, i.e., using the MOMD model. Many membrane systems are not amenable to alignment by the methods just illustrated. This approach, in combination with methods that provide a high degree of membrane alignment such as pres-mentioned, and in such cases one is restricted to randomly oriented dispersion samples with an accompanying loss of sure-annealing (59) and isopotential spin-dry ultracentrifugation (58, 60) , has been essential for enhancing the struc-resolution. It is therefore important to be able to utilize the fitting procedure to assess the quality of the information tural and dynamic information that can be obtained from spin-labeled membrane systems by analysis of slow-motion obtained from unaligned vs aligned membranes systems. Figure 5 presents simulated data for a lipid spin probe in EPR spectra (16, 59, 61) .
Global fits to spectra from aligned membranes will also be macroscopically aligned membranes at director tilt angles of 0Њ, 30Њ, 60Њ, and 90Њ as well as in macroscopically disordered compared to fits to spectra from macroscopically disordered Note. The simulated spectra are shown in Fig. 5 . (Least-squares spectra for the parameters given below are not visible in the figure.) vesicles, but using the same set of magnetic and dynamic rameters, which are incorrectly predicted by the minimization. parameters. The simulation parameters were chosen to typify the 5-PC probe (set 3 in Table 2 ) including a substantial The very strong correlations disappear when global analysis is performed; for example, in the 0Њ, 90Њ global fit, there diffusion tilt angle, b d å 30Њ. The MOMD spectra were obtained using the sinc-weighted average of the spectra cal-are no correlations greater than 0.90, and the overall correlation is almost entirely removed when spectra from four culated for 15 different values of c. Normally distributed noise was added to give a signal-to-noise ratio of 100 for angles are included. Thus, if a sufficient number of different orientations are employed, it becomes possible to support the all of the spectra.
The spectra corresponding to aligned membranes were independent determination of as many as seven parameters, permitting a more detailed description of the molecular dyfitted in several different ways, including (i) separate fits for c Å 0Њ and c Å 90Њ, (ii) global fits for c Å 0Њ and c namics. In this context, it is not surprising that the fits to the MOMD spectrum exhibit somewhat less parameter cor-Å 90Њ, and (iii) global fits for c Å 0Њ, 30Њ, 60Њ, and 90Њ. The parameters varied in each minimization were gib0, relation than that of the c Å 0Њ spectrum, since the spin probe is sampled over a wider range of molecular orientations in gib2, rbar, n, c20, c22, and betad (cf. Table 1 ). For the individual fits to the c Å 0Њ and c Å 90Њ spectra, both cases. Also, it has been found in the past that the 90Њ orientation is the more sensitive for labeled lipids (59, 61). D (2) was not varied since the orientation dependence of the inhomogeneous linewidth cannot be determined from a An even greater contrast between the resolving power of multiorientation vs single orientation and MOMD data is single-orientation spectrum. The same parameters were varied in the fit to the MOMD spectrum. For all of the minimiza-apparent in the estimated parameter uncertainties from the different types of minimization. For most of the dynamic tions, including the MOMD fit, the reduced x 2 was near unity.
parameters of interest, the relative uncertainty of the parameter from each fit follows the order MOMD ú 0Њ ú (0Њ, 90Њ) The correlation matrices of the variables for each of the fits listed in Table 5 clearly indicate that, even for aligned É (0Њ, 30Њ, 60Њ, 90Њ), consistent with the relative reliability of the fits indicated by the correlation matrices. Significantly, samples, the single-orientation spectra contain insufficient information to permit unambiguous determination of all of the uncertainties from the MOMD fit are 5-10 times larger than those from the global fits, owing to the loss of resolution the model parameters. This is especially apparent in the c Å 0Њ fit, which exhibits correlations exceeding 0.9 between in the macroscopically disordered sample.
Another revealing test of the relative information content the rotational anisotropy N and both orienting potential coefficients, as well as between the potential coefficients them-of MOMD vs single-orientation spectra is to compare the results obtained for an incorrect or approximate theoretical selves. The correlations observed in both the c Å 90Њ fit and the MOMD fit are somewhat less severe: both exhibit model. This situation more closely approaches the conditions under which real experimental data are usually first analyzed, high correlation between the potential coefficients, and the fit to the MOMD spectrum also exhibits correlation between since at least the initial fitting of experimental data should be undertaken using the simplest possible model. To mimic the D (0) and D (2) Gaussian inhomogeneous broadening pa- Note. A mismatch was introduced into the fitting model by constraining the diffusion tilt angle b d to be 0 when the simulated spectra had b d Å 30Њ. The least-squares fits to each spectrum are shown by the solid lines in Fig. 5. a defect in the motional model, the least-squares analysis ters were assumed to be the same for both the MOMD spectrum and the spectra from oriented samples. For real memwas carried out as described above, but with the diffusion tilt angle b d fixed at zero. The best fits from this experiment brane samples, local structure and dynamics may differ substantially between the two cases due to differences in are shown in Fig. 5 and the least-squares parameters given in Table 6 . membrane curvature or different phase behavior in aligned multilayers vs nonaligned vesicles (58). The results preAs the results in Table 6 indicate, the mismatch in motional model produces a very dramatic difference in the qual-sented here show how information from the curvature matrix used in the Marquardt-Levenberg method can be used deity of the fits and the least-squares parameters obtained for the different types of minimization. The individual fits to fine the resolution of MOMD spectra and also indicate what may reliably be inferred about the differences between wellthe 0Њ and 90Њ spectra appear reasonably close as judged by aligned multilayers and randomly oriented dispersions in their appearance and x 2 red , but they lead to significant overescomparing fits from these two types of samples. timates of the anisotropy and the average rotational diffusion Finally, it should be noted that there are some potential rate. The global analyses are much more sensitive to the technical pitfalls peculiar to fitting MOMD spectra using the mismatch, as can be seen by the significant deviations beLevenberg-Marquardt or related quasi-Newton minimization tween data and calculation on the left-hand side of Fig. 5 .
methods. The problem lies in the calculation of the Jacobian, Surprisingly, the fit to the MOMD spectrum is rather good, i.e. the partial derivatives of the spectra, which may not be with a x 2 red approaching unity, even for the mismatched fully averaged for a given number of orientations even though model. Even more significant is that the MOMD fit provides the spectrum itself is sufficiently averaged. This is because the best approximation to the starting parameters. Thus, in the partial derivative spectra at individual orientations exhibit the case of a mismatched model, the MOMD spectrum apfeatures that are in general more numerous and sharper than pear to reflect the average behavior of the spin probe better, the features in the original spectra, qualitatively resembling at the expense of resolution to certain details of the motional higher-derivative spectra with respect to the magnetic field. model.
Because of this effect, significantly more orientations must be Some other aspects of the comparison between aligned averaged to produce an acceptably smooth partial derivative and unaligned membranes deserve comment. In the test case than are needed to obtain an acceptable first-derivative specpresented here, the magnetic, dynamic, and ordering parametrum. Figure 6 illustrates this effect: at the top of the figure is the first-derivative MOMD spectrum corresponding to the bestfit spectrum shown in Fig. 5 , calculated using 10 orientations. The bottom two plots are the partial derivative of the same spectrum with respect to the c 20 potential coefficient, calculated using 10 orientations (middle curve) and 20 orientations (bottom curve, scaled by a factor of 5). When only 10 orientations are used, there remain relatively large-amplitude oscillations in the middle of the partial derivative spectrum, which are nearly completely averaged away out when 20 orientations are used. Significant differences between the partial derivatives for 10 and 20 orientations were found for all of the dynamic and ordering parameters. The practical consequence of an incompletely averaged partial derivative MOMD spectrum is that the resulting oscillations artificially increase the norm of the column of the Jacobian matrix corresponding to the given parameter. Since it follows from Eq. [9] that the step size for each parameter is inversely related to the norm of the corresponding column in J, the incomplete averaging has the effect of slowing down the convergence along the parameter dimension. We have found that acceptable averaging of the partial derivative sated by the improved convergence properties of the minimi-zation with the correct partial derivative information. Correct partial derivatives are also essential for accurate statistical analysis; in this case, an artificially large gradient of the residual function with respect to a given parameter will result in an underestimate of the uncertainty in that parameter.
Multicomponent Fitting
A frequently occurring problem in EPR analysis is the separation and identification of individual components in a spectrum that contains more than one EPR species. Significant effort has been directed toward identifying components of EPR spectra that differ in their magnetic properties or chemical identities (41, 42) .
Multicomponent spectra can also arise in the case of chemically identical species that exhibit different mobilities. One common approach to separating species based on their mobilities is the spectral subtraction technique, which has been extensively applied to characterize lipids associated with integral proteins in membrane systems (62). Spectral subtraction is most effective when the mobilities of the two species differ significantly and one of the components is in the motionally narrowed regime. It also requires that one obtain the spectrum for one of the components by itself, which is assumed not to change in the presence of a second component. Such methods become increasingly unreliable when there is significant overlap between the component iterative spectral subtraction (41) . These methods rely on and the ratio R V 1 /R V 2 was 50, 20, 10, 5, 2, and 1.1, from top to bottom. The the assumption that the individual component spectra are relative population of the more mobile component in the simulated spectra unchanged by the presence of other components in the sys-was 30% in all of the spectra, and normally distributed random noise was added to produce a signal-to-noise ratio of 100. Solid lines show twotem, an approximation that may be violated in cases where component nonlinear-least-squares fits to the spectra which could be obspecies with different mobilities are undergoing physical or tained for all but the bottom spectrum. Parameters obtained from the fits chemical exchange. In the 2D format, one approach to re-are given in Table 7 . solving species with different mobilities has been the field swept spin-echo experiment (63, 64), which permits resoluing nitroxides with identical magnetic parameters (cf. set 4 tion of the species based on their different T 2 relaxation in Table 2 ) but different rotational diffusion constants, R V 1 times.
and R V 2 . The geometric mean of R V 1 and R V 2 was kept fixed at The use of an orthogonal decomposition such as the QR 3.00 1 10 7 and the ratio R V 1 /R V 2 was 50, 20, 10, 5, 2, and factorization to quantify individual spectral components has 1.1, from top to bottom. The relative population of the more the very useful feature that linear dependencies amongst mobile component in the simulated spectra was maintained the component spectra may be detected, and the number of at 30% in all of the spectra, and random noise was added components reduced accordingly. Most important, it affords to produce a signal-to-noise ratio of 100. The values of the a more rigorous and accurate means of quantifying the proptwo diffusion rates and Gaussian inhomogeneous broadening erties of the individual species than, e.g., spectral subtraction parameters were varied in the least-squares minimizations, or trial-and-error. Another very useful feature is that error which utilized the nested linear-least-squares procedure deanalysis may be performed on the scale factors just as for scribed under Methods to determine scaling factors for each the other fitting parameters, providing estimates of uncercomponent. Two components could be fitted to every spectainty and correlation with other parameters. We illustrate these features in the following examples.
trum but that at the bottom (R V 1 /R V 2 Å 1.1), and the x 2 red was close to unity in all cases. Relevant least-squares parameters Figure 7 shows a series of simulated two-component Xband CW EPR spectra calculated for two isotropically diffus-from the fits are given in Table 7 . The scaling factors were Note. The spectra and accompanying least-squares fits are shown in Fig. 7 . Reported uncertainties correspond to the 68% confidence level.
included in the error analysis as described under Methods, Again, we find that the correlation coefficients amongst the parameters offer a very sensitive measure of the resolving and their uncertainties as calculated from Eq.
[21], together with the correlation coefficient between the two scaling fac-power of the spectrum. In this case, resolution is lost with respect to discriminating spectral components rather than the tors, are also given in Table 7 .
At the very highest ratios, the individual components are individual characteristics of a single component. As the ratio of the mobilities of the two species gets smaller, the spectra quite well resolved by the fitting procedure, both in terms of the accuracy of the relative populations and in the accu-become progressively less distinguishable, and the correlation between the rotational rates, as well as that between the racy of the motional parameters derived for each component. Although starting parameter values of the calculation are scaling factors (cf. Table 7 ), increases dramatically. At the lowest ratio of 1.1, the constituent spectra become virtually recovered within the reported uncertainties even down to a ratio of 2, the uncertainties become quite large, thus limiting indistinguishable, and the procedure eliminates the unnecessary component by returning one of the scale factors as zero. the utility of the information derived from the spectrum. When the approximations expressed in Eq. [19] are not in conjunction with some of the other features of program valid, reliable statistical analysis requires a more robust esti-NLSL described above, including global analysis and the mate of the parameter confidence regions than the linearfitting of MOMD spectra. Shown are experimental X-band limit expressions given in Eqs.
[21] - [24] . The best method CW EPR spectra of the CSL spin probe diffusing in well-for this application is Monte Carlo estimation of the paramealigned multilayers containing a mixture of the lipid POPC, ter probability distribution (37, 65) . The basic approach, with 10 mol% cholesterol, and 10 mol% dioctanoylglycerol once a minimum x* has been located, is to generate a set (DOG) at 36ЊC, obtained at director tilt angles of 0Њ and of synthetic spectra (typically several hundred) starting from 90Њ, together with the least-squares fits. Two components the least-squares spectrum f(x*) and adding noise having are well resolved from these spectra. They are plotted on the same probability distribution as the residuals f (x*). The the right-hand side for both tilt angles, utilizing the least-noise may be derived either by generating a pseudorandom squares fits. Two components consist of a well-aligned phase number with a known probability distribution function ( 37) (light lines) and a disordered, MOMD-like phase (darker or by randomly permuting the residuals f (x*) and adding lines), which is independent of orientation. Significantly, them back to f(x*) (66). For each spectrum synthesized the appearance and amount of the disordered phase appears in this manner, a minimization is performed, and the distributo vary almost reversibly with temperature and membrane tion of the resulting set of solutions {x* j } is then used to composition. Using multicomponent analysis, it has been approximate the probability distributions of the fitting papossible to characterize accurately the molecular dynamics rameters. and ordering in each of the two phases, as well as their
In practice, experimental slow-motion EPR spectra almost relative amounts, over the entire temperature range for which never rigorously satisfy the assumptions that are required in order to interpret the linear-limit expressions given in Eqs. a second phase is observed.
FIG. 9.
Experimental X-band CW EPR spectra of the 5-PC spin probe diffusing in well-aligned multilayers of the lipid POPC at (A) 25ЊC and (B) 65ЊC for director tilt angles of 0Њ (upper spectra) and 90Њ (lower spectra). Solid lines show the global least-squares fits. Parameter uncertainties and correlations for the fits are given in Table 8 . Above each spectrum are plotted the residuals for the fit, scaled by a factor of two. The bar graphs at the bottom show a binned distribution of the combined residuals for 0Њ and 90Њ, superimposed with a Gaussian curve fit by least squares to the distribution data at both temperatures. The dashed line on the plot at bottom left shows the best approximation of a double-exponential function to the residual distribution.
[21]- [24] as valid estimates of the parameter uncertainties. time-consuming procedure in many cases of practical sigAt reasonable signal-to-noise ratios, small nonrandom devia-nificance, as will be illustrated below. tions between calculated and experimental spectra almost Fouse and Bernhard (67) have demonstrated the use of inevitably appear, even in the best fits. (At low signal-to-the Monte Carlo method in EPR spectral analysis. They noise ratios, when the residuals are dominated by the spectral carried out a Gauss-Newton least-squares fit of the hypernoise, the residuals do exhibit more nearly random behavior, fine splitting for an organic radical trapped in a single crystal which simplifies the error analysis.) Systematic deviations as a function of crystal orientation. Using the procedure may occur because an incorrect model is being employed, described above with normally distributed errors, they obor because the model is itself approximate at some level, tained the uncertainties in the hyperfine tensor principal valand cannot reproduce the underlying spectrum exactly. They ues and principal axis direction cosines and showed that may also result from small but systematic experimental er-these were consistent with the uncertainties predicted from rors such as nonlinearities in the field sweep or signal ampli-the curvature matrix according to Eqs.
[21] and [22] . fication.
The results of Fouse and Bernhard should be generally These considerations suggest that Monte Carlo estimation applicable in EPR spectral fitting. For most EPR spectra, is unavoidable if one requires accurate error analysis of EPR including rigid-limit, slow-motion, and multidimensional slow-motion parameters, however impractical this may be spectra, the dependence of the residuals on the fitting paramfor routine use, even on modern laboratory workstations or eters will be sufficiently well behaved that the elliptical unpersonal computers. However, it is possible to avoid such a certainty region given by Eq.
[22] is a good approximation to the local topology of the function. Consequently, when normally distributed noise is added to the calculated function g(x*) in the Monte Carlo procedure, all of the criteria that make the linear-limit confidence region a reliable estimate of the parameter probability distribution are satisfied. Thus, it should generally be possible to utilize the curvature matrix instead of Monte Carlo estimation in the case of normally distributed residuals, even though the residuals may contain systematic deviations exceeding the ambient noise level.
In the presence of nonrandom deviations, the error estimates based on unweighted residuals will be significantly larger than those from weighted residuals. This is because correlated deviations above the noise level contribute to the unweighted residual norm s 2 (cf. Eqs.
[23] and [24] ) but by definition do not contribute to the average spectral noise »s…. Thus, when s 2 ӷ »s… 2 , the uncertainty estimates from the unweighted residuals using t and F statistics according to Eqs.
[23] and [24] should correspond to the Monte Carlo estimates for normally distributed residuals.
It might therefore appear that one should always minimize with respect to unweighted residuals, especially since x 2 minimization suffers the additional drawback that some knowledge of the spectral noise is required, which may admit errors due to incorrect noise estimation. However, the two types of minimization can sometimes lead to appreciable discrepancies in the ''best-fit'' parameters when the noise levels differ significantly amongst the experimental spectra in a global fit. It is generally desirable to retain the weighting of a x 2 minimization, so that the features of noisy spectra C ij Å C ij /»s… 2 and c ij Å »s… 2 c ij where »s… is estimated for cially considering that they are based on global minimizathe n spectra using tions for two director tilt angles. The agreement is quite good to the eye for both c Å 0Њ and c Å 90Њ, although there remain some perceptible deviations, especially around the
[35] high-field peak of the c Å 0Њ spectrum at the higher temperature (right-hand side). By any quantitative criterion, however, the fits shown in in which s i and m i are the standard deviation of the noise Fig. 9 [24] .
indicate that the residuals at both temperatures exhibit very To illustrate this scaling procedure and when it may be high correlation, which is typical for the vast majority of fits applied, we show in Fig. 9 two typical examples of fits to to experimental slow-motion spectra. experimental slow-motion spectra from the 5-PC spin probe However, the residuals at the two temperatures do have diffusing in an aligned POPC membrane at director tilt significantly different distributions as can be seen from the angles of 0Њ and 90Њ, obtained at temperatures of 25 and binned distribution plots at the bottom of Fig. 9 and also the 65ЊC, respectively. Least-squares minimizations were carcumulative probability distributions shown in Fig. 10 . The ried out with respect to the weighted residuals using fixed plots in Fig. 10 were obtained by sorting the m tot residuals values of the diffusion tilt angle b d , rotational anisotropy r i in increasing order, and then calculating the cumulative N, and inhomogeneous broadening parameters. Error analyprobability associated with each residual, P i , as the fraction sis was restricted to the variable parameters R V , c The solid line in each plot represents a normal distribution The calculated spectra shown by the solid lines in Fig. having the same mean rV and standard deviation s r as {r i }, 9 seem qualitatively to satisfy the prevailing standards for acceptable fits to experimental slow-motion EPR data, espe-given by Note. Parameter uncertainties were obtained using Eq.
[22], the scaling procedure described in the text, and estimation based on 100 minimizations started from randomly chosen initial points. Correlation coefficients were calculated directly from the covariance matrix or estimated as the linear correlation coefficients for the distribution of the 100 parameter sets. 0.0031, clearly indicating a strong departure from a normal
Thus, according to the arguments given above, one may expect the scaling procedure to predict the results of Monte Carlo estimation reasonably well for the first specFrom Fig. 10 , it can be seen that the residuals at the trum, but not for the second. lower temperature (Fig. 10A ) conform well to a normal This prediction is borne out by a comparison of the parameter distribution, whereas those from the higher temperature (Fig. uncertainties that were calculated for the fits shown in Fig. 9 in 10B) deviate substantially, particularly in the ''wings'' of three different ways: (a) using the estimates from the weighted the distribution. A more quantitative test for determining residuals given by Eq.
[21]; (b) scaling the estimate in (a) by whether a set of residuals obeys a given probability distribus/»s… à x 2 red ; and (c) estimation based on 100 minimizations tion is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test (37, 70). For with randomly selected initial parameter values. The results are comparison with a normal distribution, the K-S statistic D compared in Table 8 . As can be seen from this tabulation, the is defined as uncertainty bounds calculated from the weighted residuals are consistently much smaller than the estimates by multiple mini-
[37] mization for all parameters, regardless of the distribution of the residuals. The scaled estimates are quite comparable in the case of normally distributed residuals; however, they still The D statistic itself has a cumulative distribution function severely underestimate the uncertainty for the nonnormally disthat gives the significance level at which the hypothesis that tributed residuals. two distributions are the same may be rejected. The signifiIn cases of extreme departure from a normal residual discance level may be obtained by comparing a given value of tribution, several alternative approaches should be consid-D to tabulations of the K-S cumulative distribution function ered. The observation of such distributions call into question (70) or by direct numerical calculation (37). For the 400 both the appropriateness of the fitting model and the use of residuals plotted in Fig. 10A , the value of D normal is 0.033, mean-squared deviation as a best-fit criterion. If the leastcorresponding to a significance of 0.78, whereas those in squares fit cannot be substantially improved by utilizing al- Fig. 10B give D normal Å 0.141 and a significance level of ternative models, it may be necessary to refine the ''optimal'' parameter values by minimizing with respect to a maximumlikelihood estimator for a nonnormal residual distribution (37). Nonnormal residual distributions from slow-motion EPR spectral fits may be well approximated instead by the double-exponential distribution. Figure 9 shows one such case: the nonnormal residuals in Fig. 9B also show a doubleexponential distribution (dotted line) which conforms quite well to the observed distribution and gives a significance factor 0.28 when compared to the experimental distribution by the K-S test. For this type of residual distribution, the maximum-likelihood estimator j is the mean absolute deviation of the fitting function (37).
which is relatively easy to program, and should be considered as an alternative minimization method in the case of nonnormal residuals.
Multidimensional Spectroscopy
Nonlinear-least-squares analysis is essential for the quantitative interpretation of 2D FT spectra because of the com -FIG. 11 . Simulated CW EPR MOMD spectrum for a CSL probe exhib-plicated lineshapes that arise in the slow-motion region, and iting fast motion and high ordering (set 5 in Table 2 ). (A) First-derivative the subtle interplay of inhomogeneous linewidths and spin CW lineshape with added noise (S/N Å 100), and least-squares fitted spectrum (Table 9 ). (B) Integral of simulated data. relaxation processes in determining the shapes and rela-tive intensities of auto and cross peaks in 2D spectra tions that are too slow to be discerned from the CW EPR spectrum, and it enables one to distinguish important but (21, 22, 28) . The analysis is aided by the presence of the second frequency in the spectrum, which offers many of the subtle details of the motional models (28). These advantages are enhanced by simultaneously analyzing different linear same advantages as the global fitting of multiple CW spectra discussed above. In addition, the 2D spectrum usually per-combinations that provide complementary information from a given measurement, such as the S c/ and S c0 signals mits the direct determination of quantities that are not accessible by CW EPR on a single sample. These include homoge- (22, 22, 28) . The ultimate extension of this strategy is the 2D ELDOR experiment, for which the 2D S c/ and S c0 signals neous linewidths as well as nuclear relaxation rates and Heisenberg spin exchange. It also allows one to study mo-may be obtained for a series of mixing times (including the   FIG. 12 . Simulated 2D ELDOR MOMD spectrum (S c-signal) for a CSL probe exhibiting fast motion and high ordering (set 5 in Table 2 ). Shown is the COSY spectrum (T Å 0 ns, raised surface at top) and 2D ELDOR spectra for mixing times 75, 300, 1200, and 3000 ns (gray-scale images projected onto planes at different levels on the z axis). The intensity scale is separately normalized for each 2D slice. Note the development of slightly elongated cross peaks with increasing T.
COSY spectrum at zero mixing time), effectively yielding
We now compare fits to simulated data sets representing the CSL in randomly oriented lipid vesicles for CW EPR, a 3D data set which can be analyzed globally by least squares (21, 22, 28) . Such a series of 2D ELDOR spectra are fitted 2D ELDOR at a single mixing time, and 2D ELDOR at a series of eight mixing times including the COSY spectrum by the same dynamic and ordering parameters and are characterized by the growth of the cross peaks relative to the at zero mixing time. Figure 11 shows two representations of the simulated CW EPR MOMD spectrum for a CSL probe auto peaks as a function of mixing time. It affords a large number of experimental constraints that can be used to im-exhibiting relatively fast motion and high ordering (the corresponding parameters are given as set 5 in Table 2 ). At prove the accuracy of the determination and resolve or reduce ambiguities amongst the fitting parameters.
the top of the figure is the standard first-derivative CW line-
FIG. 13.
Residuals from global nonlinear-least-squares fit to the simulated 2D ELDOR MOMD spectrum shown in Fig. 12 (spectra for T Å 150 and 300 ns included in the fit are not shown). Raised surface at top is the residual plot for the COSY spectrum at T Å 0. Deviations between data and fit appear as light and dark lines along the negative diagonal of the gray-scale images, respectively indicating under-and overestimation of the spectral intensity. The intensity scale is separately normalized for each 2D slice. Note. The spectra and accompanying least-squares fits are shown in Fig. 11 for the CW EPR fit and Figs. 12 and 13 for the 2D ELDOR fit. Reported uncertainties correspond to the 95% confidence level.
a Errors and correlations were estimated directly from the Jacobian matrix calculated at the starting parameter set.
shape with added noise (S/N Å 100), plotted together with cance factors higher than 0.9 in both cases. Some small deviations between the simulated data and the fit are still the least-squares fitted spectrum. At the bottom is the integrated signal, i.e., the CW absorption spectrum, which is observable in the plot of residuals in Fig. 13 , which is formatted in a similar way to Fig. 12 for comparison. The deviations included for comparison with the 2D spectrum. The isotropic distribution of microscopic membrane directors produces a appear as light and dark lines along the negative diagonal of the 2D slices, respectively indicating under-and overestisharp central peak and two peaks exhibiting ''powder-like'' patterns on either side. mation of the spectral intensity by the calculated fit. However, the mesh plot at the top of Fig. 13 shows that the A 2D ELDOR spectrum (S c0 signal) was simulated using the same parameter set for mixing times of 0, 75, 150, 300, deviations were very close to the ambient noise level.
The results from the CW and 2D fits are given in Table  600 , 1200, 2000, and 3000 ns. Figure 12 shows the calculated spectrum for selected mixing times (spectra for T Å 9. As one might expect for simulated data sets, all three minimizations recovered the starting lineshape and parame-150, 600, and 2000 ns have been omitted for compactness). The raised surface plotted at the top of the figure shows the ters reasonably well. However, the CW EPR results exhibit significantly higher parameter uncertainties, and somewhat appearance of the COSY (T Å 0) spectrum. A somewhat different representation is used for the nonzero mixing times higher correlations amongst the fitting parameters. The fit so that the spectral intensity may be represented as a function of the two spectral frequencies f 1 and f 2 as well as T. The The data shown in Fig. 12 were fitted first by minimizing als were very close to normally distributed, with KS signifi-FIG. 14. Experimental 2D ELDOR spectrum (S c -signal) for the CSL spin probe diffusing in randomly oriented POPC vesicles with approximately 20 wt% water at 70ЊC. Shown is the COSY spectrum (T Å 0 ns, raised surface at top) and 2D ELDOR spectra for mixing times of 73, 106, 166, 400, and 1000 ns (gray-scale images projected onto planes at different levels on the z axis). The intensity scale is separately normalized for each 2D slice.
to a single mixing time appreciably reduces the parameter water at 70ЊC. Parameters obtained by a global fit to spectra obtained at T Å 0, 73, 106, 166, 400, and 1000 ns are given uncertainties, although the correlations remain comparable to those observed in the CW fit. For the global fit, however, in Table 10 , and the residuals from the fit are shown in Fig. 15 . both the uncertainties and the correlations are significantly reduced relative to the CW case.
Comparable reductions in parameter uncertainties and corProgram Distribution relations are achieved in the global analysis of actual experimental data. Figure 14 shows a 2D ELDOR spectrum (S c0 The source code for the programs described in this paper may be obtained via anonymous ftp at the Cornell Materials signal) of the CSL spin probe diffusing in randomly oriented membranes of the lipid POPC with approximately 20 wt% Science Center. The routines are mainly coded in standard FIG. 15 . Residuals from global nonlinear-least-squares fit to the experimental 2D ELDOR spectrum shown in Fig. 14 . Raised surface at top is the residual plot for the COSY spectrum at T Å 0. Deviations between data and fit in the 2D ELDOR spectra appear as light and dark areas in the grayscale images, respectively indicating under-and overestimation of the spectral intensity. The intensity scale is separately normalized for each 2D slice.
Fortran 77 and compiled using the IBM xlf compiler (com-
The following directories are available: parable to f77 on most Unix systems). There are a few EPRLL, version 1.6 (family of single-spectrum calcularoutines written in C that perform low-level functions such tion programs, including the program (EPRBL) used to deas intercepting the Unix ''kill'' signal so that the user may termine truncated basis sets). halt the fitting procedure without exiting the program. In EPRLF (family of single-spectrum calculation proprogram NLSL, additional C subroutines are used to intergrams similar to EPRLL but including nonsecular terms). face with low-level X-windows library functions for graphi-NLSL (CW version of least squares) cal monitoring of the fit. Some modification of the C subrou-NL2DC (2D FT version of least squares using the contine names may be required in order to run on systems other than the IBM RS6000.
jugate gradients matrix solution)
